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1. Introduction and result. 
The theory of Berry-Esseen bounds for sums of independent random 
variables and vectors is a well established part of probability theory. 
In recent years the problem to extend these results to statistics of a 
more general form received considerable attention. One such extension 
would be a theory of Berry-Esseen bounds for univariate and multivariate 
U-statistics, similar to the one for sums of independent random variables 
and vectors. A number of authors have contributed to the univariate case. 
Bickel (1974) showed that the distribution function (d.f.) of a 
standardized univariate U-statistic tends to its normal limit at the 
rate N-l/ 2 (N being the sample size) for the case of bounded kernels. 
His result was subsequently generalized by Chan & Wierman (1977), 
I 
Callaert & Janssen (1978) and Helmers & van Zwet (1982). However these 
authors restrict attention to univariate U-statistics. In a review paper 
on refinements of the multivariate central limit theorem, Bhattacharya 
(1977) suggested to consider also the rate of convergence problem for 
multivariate U-statistics. It is the purpose of the present paper to 
establish Berry-Esseen bounds for multivariate U-statistics. For 
simplicity we restrict attention to U-statistics of degree 2. 
Let X. = (X1., ••• ,X .), i = 1, •.• ,N be independent and identically 1 1 pi 
distributed (i.i.d.) random vectors (r.v.) with values in:RP (or more 
generally in a suitable product space sP). Define, for N = 2,3, ..• , the 
p-variate U·-statistic by 
(1. 1) 
where, for A= 1, .•. ,p, 
where hA is~ symmetric real-valued functions of two variables with 
(1.2) 
2 
for A= l, ... ,p. Let g\, A= l, .. ,,p; be given by 
and the covariance matrix of the random vector 
(1. 4) 
by V. Note that EgA (X\ 1) = 0 for A= l, ... ,p. Throughout we will write 
h(X1 ,X2) to den_ote (h 1 (X 1l,X 12), ... , hp (Xpl ,xp2)) and g (X 1) to indicate 
(g 1(x 11 ), ... ,gp(Xp 1)). Let ¢(•;0,V) denote the p-variate normal 
distribution with mean zero and (positive definite) covariance matrix V. 
Hoeffding (1948) has shown that, as N + 00 , the d.f. F; of 
* -1 1/2 . 2 UN= 2 N UN converges weakly to ¢(•;,0,V) provided Eh\ (XU,x\ 2) < 00 , 
for A= l, ... ,p, and Vis positive definite. Here we investigate the rate 
of this convergence. For any Borelset A in the euclidean p-space (ctA)E will 
denote the E-neighborhood of the boundary aA of A; i.e. (aA)E is the set of 
all points at distances less than E from aA. Let llxll denote the euclidean 
_ p 2 1/2 
norm of a vector x = (xl' ... ,xp); llxll- O:1,=l xA) • 
p+4 
_T_he_o_r_e_m_1_._1. If E ]lh(X1 ,x2) II < 00 and V is positive definite~ then 
sup IP({u:EA}) - ¢(A;0,V) I = O(N-l/ 2) 
AEA 
(1. 5) 
where A is any class of Borelsets in ]RP~ which is closed under translations 
and which satisfies the assumption 
( 1. 6) E sup ¢((ctA) ;0,V) O(E) as E + 0 • 
AEA 
It is well-known (see for instance Bhattacharya & Rao (1976), 
corollary 3.2, p.24) that relation (1.6) is fullfilled for the important 
class C of all Borel-measurable convex subsets of ]RP. Obviously this implies 
that 
sup IP({u; EC}) - ~(C;O,V)I = O(N-l/2) 
CEC 
and consequently also 
(I. 7) sup IF;(x) - ~(x;O,V)I = O(N-l/ 2) 
X 
is true under the moment assumptions of theorem I.I. 
3. 
Theorem I.I is the first general theorem establishing a Berry-Esseen 
b d f d N-l/2 f 1 · . · . . f h f (I I) h oun o or er or mu tivariate U-statistics o t e orm •. Te 
strength of this result is that the optimal rate of convergence is obtained, 
uniformly valid, for wide classes of Borelsets. To establish this a rather 
stringent moment assumption is required. The restriction to translation 
invariant classes A seems rather harmless for applications. However, this 
I 
condition can easily be dispensed with at cost of some technicalities. 
Theorem I.I and its corollary (1.7) immediately imply the earlier result 
of Bickel (1974) for the one-dimensional case p = 1. It fails, however, 
to yield the stronger results of Chan & Wierman (I 977), Callaert & Janssen 
(1978) and Helmers & van Zwet (1982) for univariate U-statistics. 
After the result of this paper was obtained we found that Berry-
Esseen bounds for multivariate U-statistics of a different type than (I.I) 
were recently obtained by Carmichael (1981). In his (unpublished) Ph.D. 
thesis Carmichael derived a Berry-Esseen type theorem for multivariate 
U-statistics where each of the component U-statistics is based on the same 
univariate sample of N observations. Another related paper is that of 
Huskova (1978). She obtained Berry-Esseen type bounds for multivariate 
rank statistics. Both Carmichael and Huskova's proofs resemble ours as 
these authors also employ smoothing techniques, 
We conclude this section with an application to multivariate L-
estimators. Define, for N = 1,2, ... , 
(1.8) 
where, for A= I, ... ,p, 
4 
( 1. 9) 
(A) 
where Xi:N' i = l, ... ,N, denotes the ith order statistic of xA 1, ... ,XAN 
and, for A= l, ... ,p,JA is a bounded measurable function on (0,1). Let 
FA denote the marginal d.f. of XAl and lA the indicator of a set A. Let A 
denote the px p correlation matrix whose (A,V) element is the correlation 
+oo 
between gA(XAl) and gv(Xvl) where gA(x 1) = - J JA(FA(z))(l(-oo z] (x 1) - FA(z))dz. 
-00 ' 
Finally let c;(x) = P({T;~x}) for x E :JRP, where T~ = (Ttw ... ,T;N) with 
p+4 CoroUary 1.2. Let El!X 1 11 < 00 • If., f9r :\ = 1, ••• ,p, the function J:\ 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1 on (0,1) (i.e. 
!JA(u) - JA(v)I ~ Klu-vl for 0 < u,v < 1 and some fixed K > 0) and A is 
positive definite., then 
(1.10) sup lc;(x) - ¢(x;0,A)I = O(N-l/Z) . 
X 
Proof. It follows directly from Helmers (1981) that the components TAN' 
A= l,o••,P, can be related to appropriate U-statistics UAN+ and UAN-' 
A= l, ... ,p, defined by 
(N)-1 UAN+ = 2 where 
+oo 
1\+ (XAi,XAj) = - ~
00
JA (FA(z)){l (-oo,z] (XH) + 1 (-oo,z] (XAj) - 2 FA (z)}dz 
+oo 
with K as in the corollary, such that, with u;+ 
(cf. (3.34) and (3.35) of Helmers (1981)) 
(I.II) 
(I • I 2) 
c;(x) ~ P({u;_ ~ XN+}) + O(N-213) 
G*N(x) ~ P({U* ~ x }) + O(N-213 ) N+ N-
for appropriate sequences xN+' N = 1,2,3, ... and xN-' N 
in RP satisfying 
(I .13) X = N+ 
uniformly in x. 
1,2,3, ... 
We easily check that (1.7) can be applied to the first term on the 
right hand side of (1.11) and (1.12). It follows that these terms are 
-1/2 -1/2 
equal to ¢(xN+;O,A) + O(N ) and ¢(xN_;O,A) + O(N ) respectively, 
5 
uniformly in x. As these two expressions are easily seen to be equal to 
¢(x;O,A) + O(N-l/ 2), uniformly in x, th~ proof of the corollary is complete. 
D 
2. Proof of the theorem. 
We introduce some more notation. For vectors x = (x 1, ••• ,xp), 
y = (y 1, ••• ,y) inJR.P, <x,y> denotes the usual inner product between x 
p . 1 /2 
and y, llxll = <x,x> and recall that IA denotes the indicator of a set A. 
Define, for N = 2,3, ..• , the p-variate r.v. SN by 
( 2. 1) 
where, for A= l, ... ,p, 
(2. 2) 
with gA as in (1.3). Define, for A= l, ..• ,p, functions ~A by 
(2.3) 
then the random variable ~A (XAi'XAj) has the property 
(2.4) a.s. 
6 
whenever i I j. Define, for N = 2,3, •.. , the p-variate r.v. RN by 
(2.5) 
where, for A= 1, ... ,p, 
(2.6) 
It is easily checked that · 
(2.7) u* = S + RN N N 
where SN is a sum of independent and identically distributed random 
vectors and RN is a remainder term. It will be convenient to decompose 
RN as follows : 
(2.8) R = R' + R" N N N 
where R~ = (RiN, ... ,R;N) and R~ = (R1N, ... ,R;N) are p-vectors given 
by 
(2.9) 
and 
(2.10) 
where 
(2 .11) 
R" AN 
N - C = N213 • N 
A= 1, ... ,p, 
The starting point of our proof will be the following simple 
inequality (F2 denotes the d.f. of a r.v. Z). For any Borelset A in]RP 
we have 
(2. I 2) IP({u; EA}) - ~(A;O,V)I 
~ IJIA{x)d{F;(x) - FQ {x))I 
. N 
+ IJIA(x)d(FQ {x) - F8 {x))I 
N N 
+ I fl A (x)d{F8 (x) - ~(x;O,V)) I 
N 
= 1 IN + 12N + 13N' 
where QN =SN+ R~. Thus the theorem is proved if we can show that each 
-1/2 
of the terms IIN' 12N and r3N is of the required order of magnitude N , 
uniformly for all Borelsets A in any class A which is closed under 
translations and which satisfies the assumption (1.6). The order bound 
O(N-l/2) for 13N follows from: 
Lemma 2.1. If the assumptions of theorem I.I are satisfied~ then 
(2.13) sup I = O(N-l/2) 
AEA 3N 
for any class A as in theorem I.I. 
Proof. Immediate from theorem 17.1 of Bhattacharya & Rao (1976), p.165. 
The next step is to reduce the problem of estimating 11N to one of 
estimating 12N. 
Lemma 2.2. If the assumptions of theorem I.I are satisfied~ then 
(2.14) sup IIN ~ sup 12N + O(N-l/2) 
AEA BEBN 
-1/2 
where BN = { (3A)N : A E A} for any class A as in theorem 1. I. 
D 
7 
8 
Proof. Since UN= QN + R~ we easily see that : 
= !E[IAcu;) - IA(QN)l I 
< E [ I 1Acu;) - I (Q ) 11 ] 
A N {IIR~II < N-1/2} 
+ E[jIA{U;) - l~:~:)IIqR~II;;, N-112/ 
< P({QN e CaA)N }) + PC{IIR~II > N- 112}) 
< !JI N-l/2(x)d(FQ (x) - F8 (x))I 
CaA) N I N 
+ !JI N-l/2(x)d(F 8 (x) - ¢(x;O,V))I (aA) N 
+ IJI N-l/2(x)d¢(x;O,V)I 
(aA) 
+ P({IIR~II > N-1/2}) 
Note that sup IlNl = sup r2N. Furthermore sup I = O(N-l/ 2) using lemma 
AEA BEB AEA lN2 
N 
-1/2 2.1, whereas sup r1N3 = O(N ) as a simple consequence of condition (1.6). 
AEA 
Finally we consider r1N4 . Application of the Bonferroni inequality and the 
Markov inequality yields 
IlN4 < ~ P({IR~NI > (pN)-1/2}) 
\=l 
< (pN)3/2 ~ EIR~Nl3 . 
\=l 
h 1 · . h d ( C ) 3 / 2 - 3 / 2 - I/ 2 b ( 2 11) d Te ast expression 1s oft e or er N- N N = N y . an 
the lemma on p.419 of Callaert & Janssen (1978). The proof is nnw rnmplete. 
• 
In view of the preceding results it remains to show that sup r2N 
AEA 
9 
11 I f h d N-l/Z Th' . h d 1' as we as sup ZN are o t e or er • is is a rat er e icate matter 
BEBN 
involving characteristic functions (ch.f.) arguments. We first reduce the 
problem of estimating I 2N to one of estimating derivatives up to order p+l 
of the difference of the ch.f. of 0N =SN+ R~ and SN for values of the 
arguments inside a ball in:JRP with radius of the order N112 • This 
transition is carried out in the following 
integer p-vector y = (y1, ..• ,yp) let IYI = 
lemma. For any nonnegative 
p 
E yA. For any r.v. X let 
A=l 
P a Y 1 a YP 
,nX(t), t ER , denote the ch.f. of X. Finally we write ( ) ( ) 
'¥· at "'at 
1 p 
as nY. 
Lemma 2. 3. If the assumptions of theorem l • 1 are satisfied then there 
exist positive constants c1 > O and O < c2 < 1 such that 
(2.15) sup r2N ~ c1 max { I 112 Jn8(cp0 (t) - cps (t))jdt} 
AEA I Bl=O, •.. ,p+l II t l~2N ·N N 
+ O(N-1/2) 
for any cZass A as in theorem 1.1. Inequality (2.15) remains valid with A 
rep laced by BN. 
Proof. Application of an appropriate smoothing inequality (lemma 1.8 of 
Bhattacharya (1977))and of a well-known lemma (lemma 1.9 of Bhattacharya 
(1977)), by means of which one can translate the L1-norm of an integrable 
function to the L1-norm of certain derivatives of its Fourier transform, 
we find that there exists positive constants c1 > 0 and O < c2 < 1, such 
that 
IO. 
-1/2 
+ sup P({SN E (3A) 2N }) . 
AEA 
Application of lemma 2.1 implies that 
-1/2 
sup P({S E (3A) 2N }) = O(N-l/ 2) 
AEA N 
and the lemma is proved. D 
It remains to show that the first term on the right hand side of 
(2,15) is of order N-l/ 2 . Letµ denote the smallest eigenvalue of V. Note 
thatµ is positive. To begin with we consider 'large' values of ~t ~ 
Lemma 2.4. If the assumptions of theorem I.I are satisfied~ then 
(2.16) 
with O < I SI < p+I, c2 as in lemma 2.3 and 
p+7 Nl/6(log N)l/2. 
(3 - /.2)µ 
Proof. Decompose SN as S~ + S~ where S~ = (SIN•··•,s;N) and 
S~ = (s 11'N' ... , s;N) are p-vectors given by 
CN 
S' = N-l/ 2 E g, (X,~) 
AN i= I /1. /1...L. 
and consequently 
By independence and Leibniz rule for differentiation 
(2.17) DB(~Q (t) - ~s (t)) 
N N 
= DB[E{ei<t,S~>}E{ei<t,S~>(ei<t,R~> _ l)}] 
i<t S"> i<t S'> i<t,R'> 
= E* DaE[e 'N ]D0E[e 'N (e N - l)] 
where E* denotes (finite) summation over all p-vectors a= (a 1, ••• ,a) 
. p 
and o = (o 1, ••• ,o) with nonnegative integer components such that 
!al + loi = !Bl. ~he second factor in a summand of E* can be bounded 
in absolute value by terms of the form 
(2.18) 
p 
El TI 
A=l 
0 I 011 ( s I ) A (RI ) A I 
AN AN 
with lo' I + io"I = Joi. Ap!)lication of Holder's inequality yields that 
(2. 18) can be bounded by , 
0- cS" A A 
(2.19) ~ [{Eis' 1! 0 l1W {E!R' 11°1116T1 • 
A=l AN AN 
11 
The inequality of Marcinkievitz, Zygmund and Chung (Chung (1951)) yields 
that E!s;_Nllol, A= l, ... ,p, is O(l), whereas the lemma on p.419 of 
Callaert & Janssen (1978) implies that EIR\NI lo!, A= l, ... ,p, is O(N-lol/ 2). 
Together these order bounds imply that (2. 19) is at most O (1). It follows 
that, uniformly for all t, 
0 i<t,s;> i<t,R~> 
ID E[e (e - l)] I = O(l) 
for any O ¾ I cS I ¾ I B I 
* To approximate the first factor in a summand of E we note that 
12 
I I I N-C -lal ~ (N-C) al N- al /2 Ellg(X )II al Jcp (tN-1/2)1 N N I g(X1) 
By a slight modification of theorem 8.7 of Bhattacharya & Rao (1976) 
(see also the remark following their theorem 9.12) we find for all 
lltll ~ C N112 2 
I ( -,.J / 2) I ,.;:: [ ( I 12) < t , v t> ] 
<!) g (XI) tN ""' exp - 2 - 6 N 
~ exu [ _ (.!_ _ 12) lltll 2 ] 
L 2 6 µ N 
Combining these results, we easily obtain (2.16) with the choice of dN as 
given in the statement of the lemma. This completes the proof. D 
Next we investigate the first term on the right hand side of 
(2 .15) for 'small' values of lltll . In the first place we remark that 
(2.20) n8 (~Q (t) - cps (t)) 
N N 
= DS[E 
18 1 i<t,QN> 
= i E[e 
i<t ,R~> 
Taylor expansion of e (recall that QN =SN+ R~) yields 
(2.21) 
where the modulus of 8 is an appropriate random point 1n [O,l]. Clearly 
p 
r r 
lal+iol~P+l A=l 
Io I ;;;. 1 
a. 0 
(S /(R' ) A AN AN 
where a= <a 1,.- •• ,ap), S = (S1, ..• ,Sp) and o = (o 1, •.• ,op) again denote 
p-vectors with nonnegative integer components. It follows that (2.21) can 
be written as 
(2.22) 
I I i<t,S > 
= i S E[e N 
p 
t: TI 
I a I+ Io l~I SI A= 1 
Io j;;;.1 
( "<t R'> + i2 <t R'>2 + 8i3 <t R'>3)] 
1 
'N 2 'N 6 'N 
Appropriate bounds for the terms appearing on the right hand side of 
(2.22) are given in the next two lemma's. 
Lemma 2.5. If the assumptions of theorem 1.1 are satisfied then, with 
dN as in lemma 2.4, 
(2.23) f I E[e i<t,SN> 
lltll ~ dN 
with O ~ lal + lol ~ p+l and lol ;;;. 2, 
13 
14 
i<t,S > 
f IE [e N (2.24) 
lltll¾IN 
with o ~ lal + lol ~ p+l, loi ~land k = 1,2, 
P aA 0A 3 
f El IT (SAN) (R~N) <t,R~> ldt = 
lltll¾IN A=l 
(2.25) O(N-1 /2) 
with O ~ I a I + _I o I ~ p+ l . 
Proof. We first prove (2.25). It is easily seen that the integrand in (2.25) 
can be bounded by a finite sum of terms of the form 
p 
II 
t-=l 
where v = (v 1 , ••• ,vp) is a non-negative integer p-vector satisfying lvl = 3. 
Application of Holder's inequality yields, with A= !al + lol + 3, 
II t II 3 E I 
p 
II 
A= I 
Io I 3 
= o ( 11 t I I 3 N --2- - 2 ) 
where we have used arguments similar to those applied after (2.19) to obtain 
the orderbound in the last line. Hence the integral on the left-hand side of 
4 -3/2 -5/6 2 . (2.25) is O(dN N ) = O(N (log N) ). This completes the proof of (2.25). 
The proofs of (2.23) and (2.24) are similar. To establish (2.23) we first 
P aA oA 
bound the integrand by El IT (SAN) (R~N) I and apply Holder's inequality 
A=l 
-1 
once more to find that the integral in (2.23) is of the order O(dNN ) = 
O(N-S/ 6 (log N)l/Z). 
15 
p a o 
Similarly we bound the integrand in (2.24) by lltllk El IT (SAN) A(R~N) Alf~IJkl 
A=l 
d bt . th d b d o(dk+lN-Ctol+kYZ) o(Nl/6-k/3- lol/2< 1 N)(k+l)/2 an we o ain e or er oun N = og 
= O(N-Z/3log N) for the integral (2.24). This completes the proof. • 
Our final lemma deals with the remaining terms in (2.22). As these terms 
are of a larger order of magnitude then 1 those treated in the previous lemma, a 
much more careful analysis will be needed to obtain adequate order bounds. 
Lemma 2.6. If the assumptions of theorem 1.1 are satisfied then~ with dN 
as in lemma 2.4, 
i<t,SN> p aA oA O(N-1 /2) (2.26) J IE[e JI (SAN) (R~N) ] I dt = 
lltll~N A=l 
with O ~ lal ~ p and Io I = 1, 
i<t,S > p aA O(N-1 /2) (2.27) J jE[e N JI (SAN) < t , R~> ] I d t = 
lltll~N A=l 
with O ~ Jal ~ p+l, 
i<t,SN> p aA 2 O(N-1/2) (2.28) J IE[e II (SAN) <t,R~> ]ldt = 
lltll~N A=l 
with O ~ ial ~ p+l. 
Proof. 
We first prove (2.26). Without loss of generality we shall assume 
o1 = 1, o2 = ... =op= O. First note that 
16 
(2.29) 
i<t,S > p aA E[e N RiN IT ( SAN) ] 
A=l 
p 
N-l/2(N-l)-l i<t,SN> aA 
= E E E[e l/11 (Xlj ,XI k) IT (SAN) ] 
l¾j<k¾C A= I N 
i<t,S > p 
-1 N-l/ 2(N-l)-IC (C -1) aA = 2 E[e N l/11 (Xll'Xl2) IT ( SAN) ] N N A=l 
N 
E 
i =I pl 
N i<t,N-l/2 
E E[e 
i =I 
pap 
To evaluate the order of magnitude of the summands we shall have to 
distinguish three cases. For a fixed summand, let Q denote the set of 
different integers among the indices i 11 , ... ,i 1a 1, ... ,ipl'···,ipap 
appearing in this summand and let m be the cardinality of Q. Obviously 
I ¾m¾ lal. We either have (i) qn {I,2} =¢,(ii) qn {1,2} is {I} or {2} 
or (iii) Q n {1,2} = {1,2}. We first consider case (i). Using the indepen-
dence present we have for a fixed value of m: 
(2.30) 
. -1 /2 1.<t,N 
E[e 
N 
E 
.Q,=l 
gl(Xl. ) •.. gl(Xl. ) ..• g (X. ) ... g (X 1.· ) l/Jl(Xll'Xl2)] 
1.11 1.Ia1 p pi.pl p p pap 
aA 
N-m-2 -1/2 p 
= $g(Xl)(tN ) E[ IT IT 
A= I .Q,= I 
-1/2 i<t,N (g(X 1) + g(X2))> 
E[e 
Similarly as in the proof of lemma 2 .4 we find that for all lltll .;;;; c2N112 
(2.31) N-m-2 -1/2 <Pg (X 1 ) ( tN ) = O(exp(-(_!__lz)µN-p-J lltll 2)) 2 6 N 
Moreover, by the moment assumption, 
a, . N-1/2 (X ) p A l.tA gA Ai 
IE[ IT IT e Al g, (X,. ) 11 = 0(1) 
A=l 1=1 A Al.Al 
(2.32) 
uniformly for all lltll . Finally by a well known argument (cf. Callaert & 
Janssen (1978), p.418) involving conditional expectations (see also 
relation (2.4)), we find, uniformly for all t, 
(2.33) 
i<t,N-·l/ 2(g(X ) + g(X )1)> 
I E [ e l . 2 ij; 1 (X 1 I 'XI 21 I 
Combining now (2.30) - (2.33) we see that, for a fixed value of m, the 
contribution of a single summand of type (i) in (2.29) is of the order 
I 7 
for all llt!I .;;;; c2N112 . Since the number of terms in (2.29) with Q satisfying 
(i) and with cardinality mis of order rf1 we obtain that the contribution 
of all such terms is 
(2.34) 
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for all lltll < C2N112 It follows from (2.34) that the total contribution 
of summands in (2.29) with Q satisfying (i) and with cardinality 
m < Jal/2 is of the order 
(2.35) 
which will be sufficient for our purposes. For summands in (2.29) with 0 
satisfying (i) ·and with cardinality Jal /2 < m < Jal a more refined ar~ument 
is needed to show that the total contribution of all such terms is also 
of a required order of magnitude. In this case the estimation of (2.32) 
is too crude. If Jal is even and m = l~I + k for some 1 < k < Jal/2 there 
I • --1/2 
are exactly 2k different factors of the form exp(it,N g, (X,. ))g, (X,. ) 
I\ I\ /\i:\.Q, /\ /\i:\.Q, 
in the product appearing in (2.32). Thus, by independence, we have 
(2.36) 
P a:\ 
IE[ II II 
:\ = 1 .Q,= 1 
. N-1/2 ( ) it, gi x, . 
= O(II*JE[e /\ /\ /\i:\£ 
where II* denotes the product over the 2k different factors. Since 
. N-1 /2 ( ) it:\ g:\ X:\. 
= JE[(e i:\£ -1) g,(X,. )]j = 
/\ /\i:\t 
we find that in the present case (2.32) is 0( lltll 2k N-k) uniformly for all t. 
Combining this with (2.31) and (2.33) yields that the contribution of all 
summands with Q satisfying (i) and with cardinality m = l~I + k, 
1 < k < laJ/2, is of order (cf.(2.35)) 
(2.37) -1/2 2k+2 1 ./2 . N-p-3 2 O(N lltll exp(-(---)µ - lltll )) • 2 6 N 
If la.I is odd a similar argument yields (2.37) with lltll 2k+2 replaced by 
lltll 2k+ 1 • Thus we have obtained adequate ordier bounds for the summands in 
(2.29) corresponding to case (i). The other two cases (ii) and (iii) can 
be treated similarly. We indicate the modifications. In case (ii) (2.31) 
remains valid with the exponent N-m-2 replaced by N-m-1, whereas instead 
-1/2 i<t,N g(X1)> 
of (2.33) we use the similar bound IE[e 1µ 1 (X 11 ,x12) 11 = 
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O(N-l/2 lltll). Note that this bound is of higher order than the corresponding 
bound (2.33) in case (i). This, however, is compensated by the fact that 
I 
the number of summands of type (ii) appearing in (2.29) is of a lower order. 
Finally in case (iii) the order bound corresponding to (2.33) is only of order 
0(1), but now the number of summands of type (iii) appearing in (2.29) is 
even lower than those of type (ii). We can conclude that the order of the 
contribution of summands of type (ii) and (iii) in (2.29) is of a required 
-1/2 t 1 ./2 N-p-3 2 
order O (N lltll exp (-(-2 - 6 ) µ N lltll ) ) , with t only depending on Q. 
This together with (2.35) and (2.37) shows that the integral (2.26) is 
O(N-l/2). This completes the proof of (2.26). 
Pl'oof of (2. 27). This is a simple consequence of (2.26), since the integrand 
in (2.27) can be bounded by 
p i<t,S > p a.A 
lltll z:: IE [e N TI (SAN) R~N] I 
A=l A=l 
Sketch of the pPoof of (2.28). To begin with we note that 
20 
(2.38) 
where 
(2.39) 
= N-l (N-1 )-2 
= O(Nl - Jal/2 r. (1) E[ei<t,SN> 
- gl(Xl. ) ... gl(Xl. ·) ••• 
1.11 1.1a1 
g (X . ) •.. g (X . )ljJ (X l 'x,, 2)\jJ" (X" 3'x" 4)]) 
p pi.pl p pi.pa vl vl vl v2 v2 v2 
p 
+ O(N-Jal/2 ~(l) E[ei<t,SN> 
L, gl(Xl. ) •.• gl(Xl. ) ••. 
1.11 1.la1 
..• g (X . ) ... g (X . )ljJ (X" l 'x,, 2)\jJ" (X" 2'x,, 3)]) 
p pl.pl p pl.pa VI V V v2 v2 v2 
p 
I I i<t,S > 
+o(N-1- a /2 ~(l) E[e N ( ) ( ) 
L, gl xl. • •. gl xl. • •. 
1.11 1.la1 
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with E(l) 
N N N N 
= E E E E The remaining part of 
i11=l i =l i =l i =I Ia1 pl pa p 
the proof of (2.38) can be carried out along the lines of the proof of (2.26). 
Again we distinguish a number of different cases, use the independence present 
in each case and establish order bounds for the expectations appearing in the 
resulting expression. Al together this leads to the desired order bound for 
the integrand of (2.28). • 
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